
 

                          INDUSTRIAL WIRE USA MAP CUBBY STORAGE 

PARTS ENCLOSED: 

A. USA MAP CUBBY 
B. SCREW 
C. PLASTIC ANCHOR 

 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

       1. Unpack all parts and place them on a protected work surface. 
       2. Hold product at desired location. With a pencil, mark the top outside corners on the wall.    
           These marks will be used to determine the location of your mounting hardware. 
       3. Measure down from top of the USA Map Cubby to the top of both keyhole notches. Record   
           these measurements on the wall, using the marks in step one as a guide. 
       4. Measure in from the side of the USA Map Cubby to the top of both keyhole notches. 
           Again, record these measurements on the wall. Align the two measurements until they 
           intersect. This is the insertion point of your mounting hardware. Use a level to ensure the item 
          will be straight. 

       5. Insert screws into wall, leaving approximately ½" between the back of the screw head and   

           the wall. 
       6. Align keyhole notches over the screw heads. 
       7. Slide USA Map Cubby down until the top keyhole rests on the screws. Tighten or loosen  
           screws as needed to fit USA Map Cubby snugly against wall. 

 

                                              

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. To clean, wipe gently with a soft dry cloth. 
2. Avoid the use of harsh chemicals or abrasive cleaners as they may damage the finish. 

IMPORTANT SAFTEY INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Stud mounting recommended. Use proper hardware for your wall type (such as plastic   
    anchors for drywall). When in doubt, consult your local hardware store. 
2. For your safety, it is strongly recommended that two people hang this product. 
3. These instructions are provided for your safety. It is important that they are read carefully  
    and completely before installation of the fixture. 

 

NO. ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY.
A  USA MAP CUBBY 1 

B  SCREW 4 

C  PLASTIC ANCHOR 4 


